
Your automobile or truck loan may be the most essential financial obligation you have. Chapter 7 puts you in the
chauffeur seat for handling this debt.

As I said in the last blog site, when you think about protected financial obligations - those tied to security like a
car - it helps to take a look at these kinds of debts as two handle one. You made a commitment to repay some
money provided to you and after that concurred to back up that commitment by giving the creditor certain rights
to your security.

The first deal - to repay the cash - can generally be released (legally erased) in personal bankruptcy in Iowa.
However the 2nd deal-the rights you provided up in the collateral, here a lien on the car title - is not impacted by
your bankruptcy. So, you can wipe out the financial obligation, but the financial institution stays on the title and
can get your automobile. Your choices in Chapter 7 and the creditors are tied to these two truths.

Keep or Surrender?

As long as you file your Chapter 7 case before your vehicle gets repossessed, the ball begins in your court about
whether to keep or surrender it.

Surrender the Car

In many circumstances, if you wish to surrender the vehicle, then doing so in a Chapter 7 personal bankruptcy is
the place to do it. That's because, in the vast bulk of vehicle loans, you would still owe part of the financial
obligation after the surrender - the so-called "shortage balance"- often a shockingly large quantity. That's due to
the fact that you generally owe more than the vehicle deserves, but also since the agreement enables the financial
institution to charge you all of its expenses of foreclosure and resale. Surrendering your automobile during your
Chapter 7 case enables you to discharge the entire financial obligation and not be on the hook for any of those
expenses.

To be comprehensive, there is a theoretical possibility that the car loan lender could challenge your discharge of
the "shortage balance," based on scams or misstatement when you got in into the loan. These are unusual, and
particularly so with car loans.

Keep It

Whether or not you are present on the loan payments does not matter if you are surrendering the vehicle.
However if you want to keep it, whether you are current, and if not how far behind you are, can make all the
distinction.

Keep the Car When Present

As you can guess, it's easiest if you are current. Then you would just keep making the payments on time, and
would normally sign a "reaffirmation arrangement" to leave out the automobile loan from the discharge of
financial obligations at the end of your Chapter 7 case.



A lot of traditional vehicle loan creditors insist on you signing a reaffirmation arrangement, at the complete
century law inc consolidation program balance of the loan - it's a take-it-or-leave-it proposition. If you desire to
keep the cars and truck or truck, you need to "reaffirm" the initial debt, even if by this time the financial obligation
is larger than the worth of the lorry. This can be hazardous since if you stop working to keep up the payments
later, you could still end up with a repossession and a hefty remaining balance owed - AFTER having actually
missed on the chance to release this financial obligation previously in your insolvency case. So make sure to
understand this plainly before reaffirming, particularly if the balance is currently more than the vehicle deserves.

Some lenders - more likely smaller, local lending institutions - might want to permit you to reaffirm for less than
the complete balance so that the financial institution avoids taking an even bigger loss if you give up the lorry.
Whether you live in Altoona or another regional residential area, speak to your central Iowa-based bankruptcy
attorney to see whether this is a possibility in your situation.

Keep the Automobile When Not Existing

If you are not present on the car loan at the time your Chapter 7 case is submitted, the majority of the time you
will have to get current rapidly to be able to keep the lorry - generally within a month or 2. That's in part since for
a "reaffirmation contract" to be enforceable, it needs to be submitted at the insolvency court prior to the
discharge order is gone into. Since that occurs normally about three months after the case is filed, the creditor
needs to decide quickly whether you will be able to capture up on the payments and reaffirm the financial
obligation.

Once again, certain automobile creditors might be more flexible, possibly letting you avoid some earlier missed
payments, or giving you more time to cure the arrearage. Your attorney will know whether these may apply to
your creditor.

Stronger Medication through Chapter 13

However what if you are behind on your payments more than you can capture up within a month or 2 after filing?
If you have chosen that you truly need to keep the cars and truck or truck, discuss the Chapter 13 alternative with
your lawyer. Depending on different factors, you may not only have more time to pay the balance due, but you
may also lower your month-to-month payments, the rate of interest, and the overall amount to be paid on the
financial obligation. The next blog site will get into this Chapter 13 option.
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